TRM Sustainability Policy
At The Right Mind International Pty Ltd (TRM) we take sustainability personally.

Some of the practices we adopt are:
- minimising paper use, and increasing electronic document production and duplex printing
- maximising paper recycling
- participating in the Australian Government’s Greenhouse Challenge Plus initiative
- working closely with our clients and suppliers to find 'greener' ways of doing business

Some practical examples
At TRM we undertake the following:
- Make an off-set contribution for carbon generated in the running of our business.
- Make an air-line offset for every flight undertaken by employees as part of the their day-to-day business operations
- Offer an opportunity for clients to off-set carbon generated from our air-travel or road travel as part of doing business for them

Further information?
If you have any questions about our Sustainability Policy, please contact us at TRM
(info@therightmind.com.au).